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Abstract-- In this project, neuro fuzzy mulipath routing protocol around connectivity holes is developed. The neuro fuzzy 
multipath routing protocol is mainly used as a apparatus to sense and route around connectivity shacks. The neuro 
fuzzy first calculates all the possible routes and identifies is there is any holes in the routes.It also find multiple path 
without any holes.It routes the transmission in the best route without any holes in it, by rejecting the routes with the 
holes. It is an better energy effective protocol,which gives better presentation. Dynamic secret key is used to improve the 
security. It is used for secure connection.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, 
such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to willingly pass their information through the network to a core location. The 
more recent networks are bi-directional, also permitting control of sensor action. The progress of wireless measuring device was 
encouraged by military tenders such as battlefield surveillance; today such setups are used in numerous industrial and consumer 
tenders, such as industrialized process observing and control, machine health checking, and so on. Geographic transmitting is 
a transmitting  principle that depend on environmental point information. It is generally projected for wireless setups and 
established on the knowledge that the starting point directs a data to the environmental site of the endpoint instead of consuming 
the setup address. The knowledge of consuming location data for transmitting was first recommended in 1980s in the area of 
packet radio setups and interconnection setups. Geographic channeling needs that every node can define its own site and that the 
starting point knows about the site of the end point. With this data a memo can be transmitted to the endpoint without awareness 
of the setup configuration or a preceding route discovery. The performance of localization is the approximation of the exact 
position of an entity is branded by a definite amount of natural insecurity and effective preference that result in approximation 
errors. Localization error is candid, the exact perceptions and actions of localization fault bumped into the psychoacoustic prose 
are somewhat varied and often poorly described, creating generalizations and information appraisal is somewhat challenging. 
Multipath routing is the routing method and it is used for finding multiple substitute routes over a network, that  give a different  
benefits such as fault tolerance, increased bandwidth, or developed sanctuary. The various routes calculated strength be covered, 
edge disorganized or node disorganized with one another. General examination ended on multipath routing method. Dynamic 
Secrets is a new key management method for secure communications. Dynamic secrets key can be applied to all multi 
directional message structures and some solo directional message systems to develop their security. The some benefits 
the encryption and  authentication keys are quickly and mechanically efficient for some pair of message procedures and the 
basic inform process fixes to the message method. Use a duplicated significant in either verification or encoded message is 
assured to be sensed .the finding has no wrong fears and does not charge any calculating.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter discuss about the proposed method in detail. The overall process is represented as the below diagram 
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Fig: 1 Overall Block Diagram 

A. Nodes 
To get input as node. These input nodes are given to the neuro fuzzy for the find the connectivity holes.  

B. Neuro Fuzzy system 
It is a hybrid method where neural and fuzzy advantages are joint for the parallel execution. The preparation contains the 
construction of fuzzification and de-fuzzification. They together work with joint technique. The conforming grid has enhanced 
results as   compared with the earlier work. The method of transforming hard values into ratings of membership for verbal terms 
of fuzzy sets 

C. Fuzzification 
In it, the hard values of the fuzzy system are converted into ratings of member functions. 

D. Defuzzification 
It is the inverse method of above to generate a defuzzified value for the scheme 

E. Multipath routing 
Multipath routing is the routing method and it is used for finding many other tracks over a system, which can give a different  
benefits such as fault tolerance, increased bandwidth, or improved security. The multiple paths computed might be overlapped, 
edge disorganised or node disorganised with one another. Wide study has been finished on multipath routing methods 

F. Dynamic secret key 
Dynamic Secrets is a new key management method for secure communications. Dynamic secrets key can be applied to all multi 
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directional message structures and some single directional message organizations to develop system.  The benefits are, the 
encoded and verification keys are fast and mechanically efficient for some pair of message procedures and the key inform 
process binds to the message method. Use a duplicated key in either authentication or encoded message is assured to be noticed. 
the detection has no untrue fears and does not charge any computing.  

G. Data transmission 
It is a transmission of data from point to point or point to multipoint connection.The data is transfer from source to destination. 

III. CONCLUSION 

From this project, a hole free route can be identified which is also a shortest path in the wireless sensor networks. The end-to-
end delay can be reduced and the re-routing will be completely removed by this method. The experimental results show 
comparison of existing and proposed system with the sachet transfer ratio and end-to-end interruption. The proposed method 
gives the better results. 
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